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Abstract. Despite recent approaches to enable the mass customization
of double curved façade panels, there still exist challenges including
waste reduction, accuracy, surface continuity, economic feasibility, and
workflow disintegration. This paper proposes a computational approach
for the design and fabrication of materially informed double curved
façade panels with complex geometry. This approach proposes an
optimized workflow to generate customizable double curved panels
with complex geometry and different material properties, and optimize
fabrication workflow for waste reduction. This workflow is applied
to four different fabrication techniques: (1) vacuum forming, (2)
clay extrusion, (3) sectioning, and (4) tessellation. Four experiments
are introduced to apply surface rationalization and optimization using
Rhino and Grasshopper scripting. Upon simulating each of the
four design-to-fabrication techniques through different iterations, the
experiment results demonstrated how the proposed workflows produced
optimized surfaces with higher levels of accuracy and reduced waste
material, customized per type of material and surface complexity.
Keywords.
Digital fabrication; Double curved facades; Mass
customization; Design-to-fabrication.

1. Introduction
Recent approaches to enable the mass customization of double curved façade
panels have included applying techniques such as cold bending, forming, sheet
metal processing, material deposition, robotic milling, flexible modular systems,
and others (Shelden, 2002; Li et al., 2002; Buswell, 2007; Hauschild and
Karzel, 2011; Lee and Kim, 2012; Castañeda et al., 2015; Abdelmohsen and
Tarabishy, 2017). Despite these recent advances, challenges still exist for the
mass customization process of double curved façades, including waste reduction,
accuracy, surface continuity, economic feasibility, and generating complex
geometries for panels with varying materials and material properties. One of the
primary challenges is the disintegration in workflow for this process for different
materials and processes, leading typically to a waste in resources and materials.
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This paper proposes a computational approach for the design and fabrication
of materially informed double curved façade panels with complex geometry.
This approach proposes an optimized workflow that focuses on (1) generating
customizable double curved panels with complex geometry and different material
properties; and (2) optimizing fabrication workflow, where waste material is
reduced compared to other conventional workflows. This workflow is applied
to four different fabrication techniques: (1) vacuum forming, (2) clay extrusion,
(3) sectioning, and (4) tessellation.
The paper introduces four experiments that apply surface rationalization
and optimization using Rhino and Grasshopper scripting, and devise
design-to-fabrication workflows to produce optimized and accurate double
curved panel prototypes based on different materials, such as acrylic, clay, and
medium density fibers. Upon simulating each of the four design-to-fabrication
techniques through different iterations, the results demonstrated how the proposed
workflows produced optimized surfaces with higher levels of accuracy and
reduced waste material, customized per type of material and surface complexity.
2. Experiment 1: Vacuum Forming
Vacuum forming is typically the process of heating a thermoplastic material and
shaping it in a mold (Throne, 1999), where a sheet of plastic is heated to a forming
temperature, stretched onto a single-surface mould, and forced against the mould
by vacuum. Attempts to utilize vacuum forming for fabricating double curved
façades have faced challenges related to attainability, surface congruity, precision,
waste reduction, and economic challenges, due to the need to fabricate surfaces
using custom moulds to vacuum every single piece.
Our approach couples multipoint forming together with automated free form
material deposition to create mass adjustable double curved façade panels. We
developed a vacuum forming simulation workflow script in Grasshopper to
rationalize acrylic panel surfaces and extract Z-values for fabrication. We
developed a vacuum forming machine where a cast silicon sheet connecting a set of
vertically displaced metal rods regulate the desired geometry of the heated acrylic
panel using a vacuum forming process (figure 1).

Figure 1. Vacuum forming machine simulated workflow .

The inputs for the vacuum forming core component in Grasshopper are
the double curved surface to be fabricated, the number of sub-surfaces in the
U-direction and V-direction, and the number of rods in the U-direction and
V-direction. The main outputs include the selected item for data extraction, the
double curved surface and its projection on the XY plane, the travel distances that
the rods will move in the Z-direction to push the acrylic sheets to a specific location
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on the new surface 3D location (figure 2).

Figure 2. Surface subdivision and fabrication workflow (Left: Subdividing the surface, and
preparing tiles for fabrication, Right: Grasshopper workflow for vacuum forming).

The fabrication process using the vacuum machine involves the following: (1)
casting the silicon sheet based on the dimensions of the machine workspace, (2)
sending Z-coordinates to the adjustable mould, (3) preparing an acrylic tile to
be heated in the oven till it reaches elasticity, (4) loading the acrylic sheet on
the adjustable mould and closing the machine using the fabric, (5) initiating the
vacuum process, and (6) repeating the same process with remaining tiles. Figure
3 shows the vacuum forming device used and the fabricated acrylic tiles.

Figure 3. Vacuum forming output (Left: Vacuum forming device based on multipoint forming
and material deposition, Right: Fabricated acrylic tiles).
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3. Experiment 2: Clay Depositing
In this experiment, a clay extrusion script was developed in Grasshopper to deposit
subsequent vertical layers of clay using an extruder attached to a CNC machine.
The script defines the form height, clay mixture composition based on air pressure
values, Z-value for form expansion, direction and angle of movement, the printing
path for the CNC machine, and simulation workflow for material deposition.
The digital process of modeling and clay depositing involved the following
procedures. First, a Grasshopper script was developed to create the surface for clay
printing (figure 4). This involved defining a base curve component, a Z-direction
for form expansion, a movement component to proceed in the sequential vertical
movement direction to create the final base curve for the form, an area component
to define the center of the base curves, in addition to a loft form for surface printing
and a rotation definition for the vertical surface curvature along the axis of rotation.

Figure 4. Extract from clay deposition Grasshopper script (Top: creating printing path for CNC
router machine, Bottom: Clay printing).

The surface was then rationalized and its fabrication printing path for the
CNC router machine was prepared. This involved dividing the base curves,
defining the printing path curve, dividing the printing path to define points,
and defining the movement vector to follow the path connected to the CNC
router machine. Another script involved simulation of the clay printing process,
including modifiers to the CNC router machine, deconstructing the vector to
synchronize the movement, and transferring the movement in X, Y and Z to
the machine head. Figure 5 illustrates the process of modeling, clay depositing
simulation, and the developed extruder device.
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Figure 5. Upper left: Creating the model surface, Bottom left: Components of clay depositing
setup including air pressure flow, extruder, CNC motor, clay mixture container, Middle:
Grasshopper simulation preview for clay depositing experiment, Right: Developed extruder
device added to CNC router machine.

4. Experiment 3: Sectioning
Sectioning is generally a method of profiling components in relation to surface
geometry by means of a series of sectional cuts through a digital model (Dunn,
2012). In this experiment, a sectioning workflow script was developed in
Grasshopper to rationalize poly surfaces, prepare planar cuts for the fabrication
of MDF sheets, apply the desired angle of sectioning technique, and define an
optimized method for assembly for the resulting complex double curved geometry.
The objective of this experiment was to generate a double curved surface using
a planar material, simulate its fabrication process, and increase the accuracy of the
generated surface by linking extracted data directly to the CNC router machine.
Planar MDF (14mm) sheets and vertical metal rods were used for stiffness. A
surface was first created based on a sweep and was converted to a poly surface
which was then rationalized and prepared for fabrication using a Grasshopper
script, as shown in figure 6. This was applied for both a horizontal and vertical
sectioning process, as shown in figure 7.
The workflow for the Grasshopper script was as follows. The input variables
consisted of the poly surfaces (B-reps), the material thickness, the metal rod
coordinates in both X and Y directions, the grid size for arranging planar cuts,
and coordinate tags in X and Y directions. The outputs included the 2D geometry
for CNC subtractive fabrication, and the number and position tagging for the
fabrication engraving, cutting and simulation.
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Figure 6. Workflow for Grasshopper sectioning plugin .

Figure 7. Output of sectioning process (Left: Process of rationalization of poly surface and
preparing planar cuts for fabrication using sectioning plugin for a vertical sectioning process,
Right: Fabricated outcome).

5. Experiment 4: Tessellation
Tessellation is a well-known fabrication technique that describes a collection of
pieces that fit together without gaps to form a plane or surface. Tessellations can
represent in essence any shape as long as they fit together in tight puzzle-like
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formation (Iwamoto, 2009). Similar to panelized facades and brick walls,
tessellated panels can refer to approximated surfaces, often singly or doubly
curved, with polygonal meshes. There is typically an emphasis in freeform
design on meshing arbitrary surfaces into discrete building components, where
each component is procedurally constructed from a base polygonal (triangular or
quadrilateral) pattern (Wang, 2009).
In this experiment, the objective was to generate a double curved surface using
metals, and increase the accuracy of the surface using tessellation as a technique
while linking the extracted data directly to the CNC router machine. A tessellation
workflow script was developed in Grasshopper (figure 8) to define and control
the resolution and number of multi-directional subdivisions of the desired metal
sheet surface, surface depth, surface tagging, tile assembly, cut sheet geometry,
and vertical and horizontal assembly.

Figure 8. Grasshopper tessellation script.

Input variables of this script include the double curved surface to be fabricated,
a mesh surface component that converts Rhino NURBS to a mesh surface to induce
the basic surface tessellation, and the number of subdivisions in the U-direction
and V-direction, the tab depth used to lock the tiles together. Outputs include the
geometric component representing the tessellated mesh, tagging of the tessellated
mesh panels, output curves, panel and tab tagging, and control of the diameter for
pin cuts.
The core component of the script comprises sub-components for 3D mesh
assembly to represent 3D surface upon tessellation, 3D face center to represent
the numbering annotation in the 3D surface as a reference for fabrication, mesh
tiles to represent the generated tiles for the fabrication simulation process, mesh
tile outlines which represent the position for the 2D tagging on the 3D curve
simulation, inner edge mesh tiles which represent inner edges for fabrication
engraving, tiles center which denote tag positions for engraving, the number of
tile tags and height for engraving, and the centroids for pin cuts. The plugin was
applied to the surface (figure 9), and the CAD fabrication file was extracted. The
panels were then folded for tighter assembly. Figure 10 illustrates the output of
the tessellation script, showing the surface tags, 2D cutting sheets for panels and
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3D assembly, panel engraved boundaries and cuts for connection pins.

Figure 9. Automated surface tessellation and fabrication tagging of double curved surface
using tessellation Grasshopper script.

Figure 10. Output of tessellation script (Left: Tessellation script output showing surfaces tags
and 2D cutting sheets for panels, Right: 2D cutting sheets showing 3D assembly, panel
engraved boundaries and cuts for connection pins) .
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6. Discussion
For each of the modeling-to-fabrication experiments above, the objective was
primarily the efficient and accurate representation of double curved surface
geometrical data extracted for fabrication based on a variety of materials, including
acrylic, clay, MDF and metal. The purpose of the proposed scripts was to
streamline and partially automate the process of data extraction for fabrication of
double curved surfaces while considering material properties and configurations.
In the vacuum forming experiment, the implemented device increased the
accuracy of the total double curved geometry in comparison to conventional
vacuum forming devices, where the overall surface subdivision and the combined
use of multipoint forming and material deposition approach allowed for a coherent
surface geometry based on the adjustable mould concept, which also contributed
to waste reduction and reuse. Based on a preliminary comparison to different
acrylic sheet thicknesses (5mm, 3mm and 2mm), the thickness of the sheets used
was 2mm, which allowed for quick elasticity (50 seconds) under 200 degrees
Celsius, making the fabrication process faster and more reliable. The experiment
was originally implemented using 9 metal rods to easily manipulate the resulting
acrylic panel based on the initial surface geometry in the Rhino model. By
increasing the density of the rods in the digital simulation (starting initially at 4
rods and extending to test using 16 rods), it was observed that the fabricated surface
resolution further increased by 200% upon doubling the number of rods.
In the clay depositing experiment, a low-cost approach was adopted, where a
3D clay extruder was developed and attached to a CNC router machine. Local
materials and clay mixture were purchased from a local provider. In addition to
developing a script to simulate the double curved vertical surface printing process,
the CNC machine was used effectively for a sequential additive manufacturing
process by automatically linking data extracted from the double curved geometry
of the model to the material deposition in the attached extruder. As opposed
to more sophisticated methods such as robotic fabrication and depositing using
extruder tool heads, this approach utilized a conventional CNC router machine and
a locally developed clay extruder to economically generate and fabricate double
curved surfaces with similar surface continuity and precision while minimizing
waste, where the double curved geometrical data was linked directly to the
pumping and depositing mechanism of the extruder.
In the sectioning experiment, as opposed to tools similar to Slicer for Autodesk
Fusion 360 or RhinoNest which are characterized by the capability to slice and
convert 3D models into 2D patterns that can be cut out of any flat material, the
added value in the developed script was the ability to directly extract fabrication
data, simulate the sectioning process, and identify accurately the location of any
vertical or horizontal structural stiffening, as in the metal rods described in the
experiment. This allows for an element of structural integrity with complex double
curved surfaces in both horizontal and vertical sectioning directions, in addition to
reducing the preparation time and enhancing the accuracy of the fabricated model.
It was also observed from the experiment attempts that the number of sectional cuts
is directly proportional to surface resolution and accuracy, while layer thickness is
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inversely proportional. Using the developed script, the density of the sectioning
layers can be controlled to regulate surface resolution.
In the tessellation experiment, as opposed to methods similar to RhinoNest
pre-fabrication nesting and optimization techniques, the developed script directly
extracts the required data for fabrication and simulates the tessellation as well as
the assembly process for metal double curved panels. It was also observed that
the surface resolution and accuracy is almost 200% upon doubling the number
of surface U/V subdivisions. By controlling the number of subdivisions and tiles
rationalizing the surface, and simulating the full process of design, tessellation and
assembly, the surface resolution and fabrication time can be effectively controlled.
7. Conclusion
We introduced a computational approach for the design and fabrication of
double curved façade panels with complex geometry and different material
configurations and properties, with focus on optimized fabrication workflow
and waste reduction. We developed scripts using Grasshopper to apply surface
rationalization and optimization, automated data extraction for fabrication, and
simulation of fabrication process, for four different techniques; vacuum forming,
clay depositing, sectioning, and tessellation. We demonstrated how the developed
approach can further achieve higher levels of surface resolution and reduce waste
material per type and surface complexity.
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